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under the nave of the abbey church, the Anglo
Saxon church must have been demo lished at the
latest when the abbey nave was built. The building of
the nave is, however, also of uncertain date . Though
building of so me kind mal' have begun before 1130
when the first abbot was appointed. Henry I , in a
writ dated between 1130 and 1133. granted
exemption from to lls on bwlding materials which
the abbot was about to buy for the abbey church (CC
1.55). Since the eas t end o f a church was always built
first, the nave wo uld ha ve come later. \X'hcn the
abbey chu rch was dedicated in 1176. altho ugh it
need no t have been completed (roo fing was still
going on in 1186). all its outer walls would have been
standing (Evans 1991. 101, 103·5). Ill' then. the
Anglo -Saxon church which preceded it must have
been demolished . If, as seems probable, the nave was
a long time in building. the demolition co uld have
occurred in the middle years of the 12th century.

There is no dating evidence for the robbing of the
east end of the Anglo-Saxon church; the robber
trenches at its west cnd however contain the
locally .made lirnestcne-ternpcrcd ware of late 11th 
century date onwards (p. 103). The co ns truc tion
levels o f phase 2. the l Zth-ccntury abbey church •
contain in addition 3% of Minety ware which is
sup posed to be produced from the 12th century
onwards. It is just poss ible that the absence of
Minerv wares in the western robber trenches of the
Ang lo-Saxon church indicates a late 11th -cenrury
date both fo r the robbing of the se. and also for the
date of the possible rebuild of the west end of the
Anglo-Saxon ch urch (see phase 1b. below).

24. "jew so uth ut trench B\' i showi ng no rth portlCUS wall
11 1 joining \v106 and WI08
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TH E A GLO-SAXO CHURCH AT CIRENCESTER:
A RECO NSTRUCI10 AND EVALUATION

R. D. 1-1. Gem

The reconstru ction of the Anglo-Saxo n church
proposed here (fig. 26) was first formulated in 1986
on the basi s of the evidence published in 1976
(Brown 1976). It was then discussed at a seminar
held at Cirencester, whe re a number of issues were
raised by the participants which it was ho ped would
lead on to a further detailed analvsis of the
excavation records. N o significant new' information
has become available. and the suggested
reconstruction thus remains based on the interim
report and the further information adduced by the
excavator a t the 1986 semi nar.

Recon struc tion
A recons truction o f the superstructure o f the church
is set about with a number of difficulties. In the first
place. the excavation encount ered only the lower
pan s of the foundations and no ne of the walls that

stood upon them - with the exception of a small area
in the deepest part of the ct)l't. The excavator's
suggestion that the main walls were in fact about 3ft
(0.9m) wide seems pe rfectly reasonable: but the
relationship of solid wall and o f openings through it
must remain conjectural. Inc second principal
difficulty derives from the fan that the excavation
could not invesugarc at all the area covenng the more
easterly pan of the nave and the westerly pan of the
sanctuary. the area occupied by the yew hedge . Here
again we can only hypotheSise . but in the hope that
further archaeological work may be carri ed out in the
future to investigate meticulously this crucial area.

'111e nave of the church seems to have been 21ft
(6Am) wide Internally and was flanked by aisles
abo ut 9ft (2.7m) wide; giving a tot al internal WIdth of
45ft (13.7m). prom the inner west waU the nave as
excava ted stretched eastward at least 100ft (30.5m)
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25. Anglo-Saxon crypt floor looking west showing floor ofcrypt and curving inner crypr w:ill, cut by construction for tomb
HIlS on left

but the original.ermination lay still further east. The
key to the original length is probably given by the
aisles whieb are divided by ttansverse walls into
compartments approximately 34ft 6in (IO.5m) long:
if the eastern, partly excavated, compartment was of
the same length, then the total length of the nave was
about 115ft (35m). The nave had no struetuIa1
cross-wall separating offa distinct choir bay at its east
end; but this does not preclude a non-structural
screen. Between the nave and the aisles are likely to
have been open arcades, while the position of some
of the piers to carry these arcades are determined by
the transverse walls in the aisles. It is here suggested
that the nave was divided into nine bays at 12ft 6in
(3.8m) intervals, such that each compartment of the
aisle corresponded to three bays in the nave arcade.
The dimensions of the piers and arches themselves
can only be speculative: they are shown here as 4ft
6in (1.4m) and 8ft (2.4m) respectively. The piers
corresponding '0 the position of the transverse walls
across the aisles must have been rectangular; but the
intermediate piers could have been either rectangular
or columnar. It is suggested that the transverse walls
across the aisles were themselves pierced by arebes.

At its west end the internal length of the nave was
prolonged a further 17ft to 18ft (5.2 to 5.5m) by a
fore-building, whieb was itself divided into two
compartments by a ttansverse wall running norrh
and south. The aisles were also prolonged by
compartments of similar length but these lateral
compartments do not seem to have reached as far
west as did the central block. The result is likely to
have been a fa~ade with the central unit in advance
and the side units stepped back. Quite how this

quadripartite fore-building functioned, or what it was
like in elevation, can be little more than maners of
speculation in the absence of bener surviving
parallels elsewhere. The oblong plan and cross-wall
of the central unit do not suggest a simple west-tower
structure: but that there were one or more upper
storeys seems highly plausible. On the ground floor it
may be thought likely that an enttance arrangement
was accommodated, and a sequence of three portals
on the aJUs is thus shown in the reconstruction: these
portals could have been flanked by minor openings
(to permit a freer circulation) Or by solid walls. If
access were required to upper levels then stairs could
have been provided either in the lateral units Or to
either side in the central unit. Any upper levels could
have accommodated chapels and a gallery towards
the nave.

At the east end of the nave the junction with the
sanctuary has not been excavated (as already
indicated), so the interpretation of the pla.n must
proceed &om the 'substantial raft of massive
foundations' representing the easternmost extremity
of the building. This raft incorporates surviving
elements of a ring-crypt, such as would be expected
to be associated with the main apse of a eburch.
Following up this expectation, it can indeed be seen
on the excavator's pla.n and in photographs (figs. 12
and 14) that the foundations incorporate on the
south side, to the west of the minor eastern apse, a
second curved serting of fairly massive stones which
must represent another apse: the main apse of the
church. nus curved serting might at first sight
suggest an apse of the same width as the nave; but
this cannot be reconciled with the norrh side of the
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26. Top: reconstructed ground plan of the Anglo-Saxon church with alternative east ends (R Gem)

Bottom: Hypothetical reconstruction of the elevation of the Anglo-Saxon church (R Gem)
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foundation where the 'clear edge to the foundation
raft' shows that the apse must have been narrower
than the nave. If the maximum diameter of apse
compatible with the foundation is plotted and an
apse wall 3ft (O.9m) wide is projected, then the inner
face of the apse wall coincides very closely with the
outer wall of the ring-crypt TIlls relationship is
preciselywhat one would expect and may be taken as
confinning the position of the main apse, with an
internal diameter of 17ft (5.2m) and extending 19ft
(5.8m) beyond the nave gable wall.To the east of this
main apse lay a second apse with an internal diameter
of 13ft (4m) and projecting eastward a further 18ft
(5.5m): this is perhaps best seen as part of the crypt
complex rather than of the main upper-level church.

In reconstructing precisely how the crypt worked,
the limited extent of the excavations is a problem
that cannot be wholly overcome and various options
are presented and evaluated here (fig. 26 B and C).
The surviving masonry and section of floor of the
ring-crypt defined an annular passage about 4ft
(l.2m) wide circumscribed on its outer edge by the
main apse wall, and on its inner edge by a separate
curved wall. TIlls passage may be presumed to have

led westward on either side from the chord of the
apse and to have emerged somewhere in the main
space of the church to provide access to the crypt
the most economical supposition is that it proceeded
west until it had passed under the gable wall of the
nave and the two sections then returned north and
south respectively to emerge in the north and south
aisles. What is unknown without further excavation
is whether the crypt also contained a relic-chamber
or confessio in the central area circumscribed by the
annular passage and its westward extension - such
chambers being a standard feature of crypts of this
type where they occur on the Continent. The confessio
if it existed might be expected to be found in the area
underlying the western part of the apse and perhaps
extending just west of the boundary between the
apse and the nave (two alternatives are shown in B
and C): in this position the relics would be visible
through a window (a fenestella) from the nave as well
as being accessible from within the crypt. The access
from within the crypt might have been provided by
means of a standard arrangement of a passageway
running eastward from the confessio to join the annular
passage (as in B). In the specific case of the
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27. Reconstruction of the Anglo-Saxon church, bySimonJames. Copyright British Museum
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Circnces rer building. however. the main apse is quite
narrow and when the wid th of the outer annular
passage is subtrac ted this 11'""1', ooly 9ft (2,8m) for a
ce ntral passage and its side walls: but a central
passage o f 4f, (1.2m) wi dt h could be accommodated
with side walls 2ft 6in (0,8m) thick , An alternauve
would be: to have had not a passage runrung east ami
west , but one returning north and south between the
two arms of the annular passage. with the tvnftssio
opening directly off this (as shown in C). The various
passage s of the crypt. whatever their precise
arrangement. were pro bably barrel-vaulted.

As suggested already, the crypt seems to han'
comprised no' only the n ng-c')p t itself but also an
oute r element to the east; yet the inter-relationship
between the two is not altogether clear. At its
easternmost po int the annular passage was pierced
by a stone-slab-reve rted opening with decorative
co lonncttes framing it (tigs_ 12, 20), This open ing
was taken bv the excavator as a chamber. but it is
here suggested that it was in fact a passageway
leading 10 an outer, apsidal crypt chamber, Iymg
eastward of the main apse of the church . The floor
level in this eastern crypt lay a' least 2ft (0.6m) above
that in the annular passage and so steps up to it might
be expected; none were o bse rved by the excavator in
the area of the suppose d entrance, where the
Anglo -Saxon floor level survived, tho ugh a' the 1986
seminar he did not consider the ev idence ruled out
the fo rmer exi stence of such steps. The main
ring-crypt and the east ern outer-crypt seem to have
had 'heir floor levels only slightly below gro un d level
- that is, thc)' we re o nly semi -subterranean features
and could have been lit cx terna llv bv windows at
ground level. If 'he ring -cryp t th us had 'its floor abo ut
3ft (0,9m) below gro und level. the top surfac e of ' he
crowns of its passage vaults may have risen so me 6ft
(1.8m) above ground lenI. It rs clear thus ' hat a
significant flight of steps must have risen from the
nave of the church up to the sanc tuary in the apse
above 'he crypl. It is here , uggested that the se ' tep'
were arranged in two tligh lS with a passage left
between them to provide access to the fines/lIla mto
the fOn(mio. The principal altar o f the church could
have been set at the top of these steps directly over
the relics in 'he corfessio below. To 'he cast of this altar
the space in the main ap,e (and possibly an upper
storey 10 the o uter -crypt) would have provided space
for the liturgi cal use o f 'he clergy, and possibly for
further altars. O ne excavated feature that has not so
far been accounted for here is the wall running
southward from the main apse at its poi nt o f junc tio n
with the o uter crypt. At first it appeared tempting to
see th is as the cas t wall of a chamber continuing the
line of the south aisle eastward to flank the apse, and
perhaps servi ng as a sacristy. However, the excavator
was cle ar thai there was no comparable o riginal wall
o n the north side of the churc h (though there was a
later wall in tlus position). The wall 'herefore belongs
to an asymmetrically placed annexe and is perhaps
best seen as part o f a subsidiary structure, rather than
o f the church itself

As far as any decorative dct ail, o f the building arc

28. Canoed stone buill into wall 201

conce rned the excavatio ns provided almost no
evide nce , In the crypt the excavato r thought (1986
seminar) that the." impression in the mo rtar floo r
might be for a moulded base car')'mg 3 column. The
impression appears from the plan '0 be If, 6 in (0.5m)
in diameter and if this represents the size of the base
then the column itself must have been so mewhat
less: this perhap s may IJ(, classified as a slende r
co lumn rather than a large baluster, However, since
ne ither base no r shaft survive it is unknown whe the r
these were of Anglo -Saxo n o r Roman manu facture.
Doubt also hangs ove r the o nly piece of surviving
decorative worked sto ne that could conceivably
come from the Anglo-Saxo n church: a moulded
window head rebuilt into the I I th-ccntury W201 (fig.
28)_ 'Ib is belong' 10 a ')pe in which 'h e circular head
for a window is cut in a rec tangular slab wi th a
decorated bo rder, 'Inc type is known from Anglo 
Saxo n buildings: but the prolOtypes for it lie in
Ro man architec ture.

One further observation on the archaeological
evidence may here seem in o rder . 'Inc ring-crypt with
its ('onftsJio was presumably cons tructed to ho use
importan t relics and these, if 'he)' had no t already
been remo ved at an earlier date, were presumably
tran sferred into the new l Zth-cenrury abbey church,
BUI what o f the ou ter-cryp t? . was it for furt he r relics
or for the burials o f impo rtant personage' who
wished to be in close proximity to the main relics? In
this connexion It mar be wo ndered whether the
tom b (1 1118), which c';ntai ned the remains of two or
three individual s and was cut down o n the axis o f the
l Zth-ce ntury church into the foundations o f the
main Anglo -Saxon apse at its point o f junction with
the o uter-crypt. was not provided for relocating such
burial, from the old o u,er-c ')'pt in a place o f honour
in the new church and as close as po ssible to their
original position.

Evaluation
Wi,h so little evidence, either fro m 'he archaeologica l
stratigraphy o f 'he site o r from the stylistic details o f
the building, an evaluation o f the dating and
signi ficance o f 'h e building is no' cas)', Yet 'he fact
that the Cirences ter church is o ne o f the largest
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Anglo-Saxon buildings known to us makes it of
considerable importance in the study of the
architecture of the period.

The buildings with which prima facie Cirencester
seems to show some affinity are a group of churches
attributed to the 8th and 9th centuries and including
Brixworth (Northants), Wareham (Dorset) and Wing
(Bucks). These buildings show the characteristic of
naves flanked by aisles or quasi-aisles, but having no
transeptal feature: they stand in contrast with the
early lOth-century church of the Winchester New
Minster, which was an aisled building but which had
developed transepts of some form. The origins of
this group may go back to such late 7th-century
Northumbrian churches as Hexham, Wearmouth
and Jarrow, where the long narrow naves seem to
have been flanked by rows of porticus; but the scale
of these early buildings was much more modest.
Brixworth shows a transformation of scale towards
something much more ambitious, but the
articulation of the design is rather cumbersome in the
relative proportions of the piers and arcades and in
the heavy screen wall separating the nave and choir.
The ring crypt at Brixworth (if it is a primary feature,
which is not certain) is also rather tentative insofar as
it runs round the exterior of the apse rather than
being incorporated beneath it. The date ofBrixworth
is uncertain and little reliance can be placed on the
range of radiocarbon dates that have so far been
obtained during the study of the fabric. At Wareham
a plan similar to Brixworth was adopted, but it was
interpreted with a great deal more architectural
sophistication in the elevation: the nave was
separated from the aisles by regular arcades carried
on slender rectangular piers, with responds towards
the aisles carrying transverse arches; the arch
between the nave and choir was now of a single span.

Unfortunately we know little about the eastern
termination of Wareham, but the idiom of the
western portions could well belong to the same
world of ideas as Cirencester. It may be noted also
that the width of the nave and aisles at Cirencester
andWareham aresimilar, whereas Brixworth is much
broader. In its exaggerated length, however,
Cirencester gready exceeds Wareham (but
exaggerated length in relation to width - albeit on a
smaller overall scale - was characteristic of one late
8th-century church at Edenham, Lincolnshire).
Wareham unfortunately is not a dated building,
though inscribed stones of 7th to late 8th or
9th-century date were reused in the fabric and
suggest some terminus post quem. In contrast to the
parallels between this group of churches and
Cirencester, there are no good parallels known from
the 10th or 11th centuries, when aisled churches
seem to have been in less favour. Exceptional in
being a major lOth-century aisled church is the
Winchester New Minster; but the plan type has
already been contrasted with that of Cirencester,
while the overall proportions of the building seem to
bear Iitde comparison either.

In turning to some of the details of the building, it
should be noted first that the ring-crypt, considered

as a phenomenon of Europe north of the Alps, is
essentially a Carolingian characteristic with a date
span between the late 8th and the early 11th
centuries, and with many examples falling in the 9th
century. In England apart from Cirencester there is
the undated example of the Brixworth ring-crypt,
and a documentary description of such a crypt at
Canterbury Cathedral, which on historical
indications could belong to the early 9th or to the
mid or late 10th century. The outer-crypt to the east
of the apse is a feature that again became
characteristic of Carolingian architecture in the 9th
century (though like the ring-crypt itself going back
to an earlier origin in St Peter's in the Vatican), and
sometimes served as a Lady chapel and as a place for
burials. In England in the late 10th century an
extended eastern chapel and rectangular outer crypt
was added to Winchester Cathedral; while at Wells a
rectangular Lady chapel was built and subsequendy
linked westward to the main apse (which probably
had its own crypt). Neither of these examples is a
precise parallel to Cirencester, but rather they suggest
a development of the tradition.

At the west end of the nave the plan of the
fore-building may be contrasted with that of
Brixworth which has five chambers of equal
projection in a line north and south - a formula that
may be traced back to the 7th century and earlier in
England and on the Continent. The stepped facade
and the broad central unit with its internal
subdivision speak rather of a more developed and
experimental milieu, such as that which on the
continent was to lead to the creation of the wesrwork
formula in the later 9th century (though Cirencester
is certainly not itself a 'westwork'). However, it
should be noted that on a much smaller scale the
west porticus of Deerhurst church (Gloucs) had a
transverse wall north and south already before its
9th-century rebuilding in its present form.

The clear dissimilarities between Cirencester and
known buildings in England dating from the early
10th century onwards suggests that we should be
looking for a date before 900 for its construction. On
the other hand its relationship to a group of buildings
that are generally assigned to the 8th and early 9th
centuries, especially to the most sophisticated
member 0 f that group which should be one 0 f the
later examples (Wareham), suggests a date not much
before c. 800 AD. A date in the 9th century would
also provide an appropriate context for the influence
from Carolingian architecture manifested by the
crypts (and possibly, but much less certainly, by the
fore-building). If one were to press further the
apparent continuity with 8th-century architecture
and the discontinuity with that of the l Oth century, it
might appear more likely that the building is in fact a
creation of the early to mid 9th century rather than of
the later part of the same century. This evaluation of
the date is arrived at independently of specific
considerations of the early history of Cirencester: but
in the absence of early written documentation the
architecture is itself perhaps a key document.
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Postscript
A wider analysisof the Anglo-Saxon architecture of
the period (Gem 1993) has emphasised that the
group of churches to which Cirencester belongs is
to be compared more generally in plan and scale
with Carolingian architecture on the Continent, A
particularly dose parallel in this respect may be
drawn between Cirencester and the abbey of
Werden an der Ruhr as rebuilt from c: 840 to 875.
More recently, excavation of the Anglo-Saxon

cathedral of Canterbury (Blockley et at 1997) has
revealed another major building that may be
interpreted as belonging within this group of
churches. The date of the Canterbury building is
uncertain, but may plausibly be attributed to
Archbishop Wulfred (805-832). This would
strengthen the evidence for a 'Carolingian epo side'
in the Anglo-Saxon architecture of the period, with
Cirencester being a major representative of the
trend.

THESTRUCTURESOFPHASElb

R. M. Bryant

Immediately to the west of the abbey church
(trenches BN IV, V, VI and VIII, and BT I, II) lies a
series of structural features that seem to belong to a
single building (fig. 29).

On the north side, built into the half-tilled robber
trench of the Anglo-Saxon nave wall, is a well-built
wall, 201, of evenly coursed stones on rubble
foundations with a neat offset and three courses of
masonry above it (fig. 30). In trench BN VI a
north-south wall, 203, is represented only by a robber
trench, and robbing has obscured the comer where

the two walls meet, To the west of W203, at its
junction with W20I, lies a substantial, roughly square,
mortared foundation 204 which is interpreted as a
buttress. At the south end of trench BN VI a deeper
cut was dug to establish the position of the south wall
of the Anglo-Saxon nave, and in the north face of this
cur liesa foundation W210. This foundation is similar
to W204 and is probably the corresponding southern
buttress. A shallower stone foundation W205, running
north from the north-west comer of the building, may
be a further buttress. Within this building there is a

,

30. Wall 201,viewnorth




